Since 1995, Power Stop has earned an outstanding reputation for providing high quality brake parts
at a great value. Our products are specially formulated for the demanding auto enthusiast. We are the
leading performance brake company in the USA.
Power Stop’s formulations eliminate noise related come-backs which are the biggest challenges for
auto techs. Power Stop delivers the quietest friction formulas available in the market. We help you
grow market share and profit with a strong marketing program that raises customer awareness of the
features and benefits of Power Stop brakes through the power of on-line reviews. More and more
consumers are researching brake products on-line before they make their buying decision.

1.888.863.4415
SALES@POWERSTOP.COM

Ask us about being listed on our website as an authorized Power Stop installer.
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Z17 EVOLUTION PLUS

CERAMIC DISC BRAKE PADS WITH HARDWARE KIT
Our performance proven ceramic formula that’s virtually noise and dust-free. Each set comes
with premium, application specific brake hardware kits. The hardware kit will include highquality stainless steel abutment clips, anti-rattle hardware clips, piston clips or bushings and
sleeves as required per specific application.

Rubberized
Layer

LOW DUST
CERAMIC FORMULA

THERMAL
SCORCHED™

CHAMFERED &
SLOTTED LIKE OE

Low-Dust ceramic formula
for superior braking power
and cleaner wheels.

The pad surfaces are
Thermal Scorched™
for a fast break-in.

Chamfered and slotted
like the OE pad to ensure
noise-free braking.

OE
Positive Mold Technology
for consistent fade-free
performance like OE.

20%
More stopping power than
other leading brands.

LOW DUST
Ceramic Formula for
Cleaner Wheels

PREMIUM HARDWARE KIT
Premium stainless steel hardware kit
included for easy, problem-free installation.

Stainless Steel
Layer

Rubberized
Layer

Noise-Free
Dual layer rubberized shims provide virtually noise-free
braking. The Evolution brake pads scored a PERFECT 10 during
noise tests conducted by an independent testing facility.

ALSO
AVAILABLE
WITHOUT
HARDWARE

Z16 EVOLUTION

CLEAN RIDE CERAMIC
BRAKE PADS

RECOMMENDED
For noise-free &
dust-free braking
performance with
great pad bite for just
about any vehicle out
on the road.

Z36 EXTREME

SEVERE-DUTY TRUCK & TOW BRAKE PADS
Superior fade-free stopping power that is critical for towing and hauling applications as well as
for the off-road enthusiast. This Z36 ceramic formula is reinforced with carbon fibers to withstand
the increase in heat and required brake torque that result from adding weight, towing a trailer,
or simply adding a larger wheel/tire combination. The low dust and quiet Carbon-Fiber Ceramic
formula also features less than 5% copper content, which complies with the Better Brakes
regulations to the year 2021.

CHAMFERED &
SLOTTED LIKE OE
Chamfered and slotted
like the OE pad to ensure
noise-free braking.

RECOMMENDED
PREMIUM STAINLESS
STEEL SHIMS

POWDER COATED
BACKING PLATE

CARBON-FIBER
CERAMIC FORMULA

THERMAL
SCORCHED

Premium stainless steel shims provide
virtually noise-free braking.

Powder coated backing plate
extends life by resisting rust
and corrosion.

Carbon-Fiber reinforced ceramic
formula for superior fade-free
braking power and cleaner wheels.

The pad surfaces are
Thermal Scorched™ for
a fast break-in.

LOW DUST
FORMULA!
PREMIUM HARDWARE KIT
Premium stainless steel hardware kit
included for easy, problem-free installation.

A low dust severe-duty brake
pad designed to maximize
stopping power and keep
those wheels clean.

A problem solver for
pickup trucks, SUVs
& 4x4s that tow, haul
heavy loads or have big
wheel upgrades.

GENUINE GEOMET COATED ROTOR
Evolution Coated rotors are a direct bolt-on replacement for factory equipment. These disc brake
rotors are fully coated, including inside the vanes, using Genuine GEOMET® rust preventative coating
for maximum long lasting protection. Evolution Coated rotors are manufactured with our Tru-Cast™
technology, resulting in a precision cast and precision machined product. Rotors are OEM weight and
retain the OEM vane configuration for trouble-free operation.

Power Stop drilled and slotted rotors give you the advantages of both drilled holes for cooling
and slots to sweep away gas and dust. Power Stop rotors use only the finest blanks and feature
G3000 grade castings from the best foundries. All drilled and slotted rotors (except for hub
rotor assemblies) are silver zinc plated to resist rust. The drilled and slotted design is our most
popular performance rotor for street and day track applications.

INCREASED STOPPING
POWER WITH DRILLED
& SLOTTED ROTORS
At A Similar Cost Compared
To “Black Hat” Programs

Number of Stops

Temperature Difference Between Power Stop Drilled VS OE Rotors

Temperature degrees Fahrenheit

HIGH–CARBON

BRAKE

ROTORS

In a controlled test Evolution Cross
Drilled and slotted rotor temperature
remained 50º to 180º degrees cooler
resulting in less fade and greatly
improved stopping power.

SILVER ZINC PLATING
Long lasting protection from
rust and corrosion with a killer
look behind open wheels.

GENUINE GEOMET 360
FOR MAXIMUM LONG LASTING PROTECTION

The entire brake rotor is treated with a thin layer
of Genuine GEOMET® 360 coating which protects
against rust and corrosion without influencing the
vehicle’s braking performance.

PRECISE MACHINE &
CASTING

BEVELED DRILL
HOLES

ROUNDED
SLOTS

EURO-STOP BRAKE KIT
ECE-R90 CERTIFIED* FOR EUROPEAN VEHICLES

Power Stop teamed up with Pagid, a leading OEM supplier, to include ECE-R90 certified brake
pads in this brake kit. The Euro-Stop® Brake Kit is engineered to meet the strict European
ECE-R90 standards ensuring OEM performance and safety. ECE-R90 is required for all
replacement brake disc and linings sold throughout the European Union.
HIGH–CARBON

BRAKE

ROTORS

GENUINE GEOMET 360
FOR MAXIMUM LONG LASTING PROTECTION

HIGH–CARBON

BRAKE

ROTORS

GENUINE GEOMET 360
FOR MAXIMUM LONG LASTING PROTECTION

GENUINE GEOMET®
ANTI-CORROSION COATING
Coated inside and out for
ultimate long-lasting protection
against rust and corrosion.

HIGH-CARBON METALLURGY
High-Carbon metallurgy is used
to provide optimal thermal
conductivity that helps Prevent
Brake Judder. The high carbon
content also has better sound
dampening characteristics
to ensure quiet braking and
higher resistance to distortion
and thermal cracking while
improving your braking safety
and performance.

ECE-R90
CERTIFIED BRAKE PADS
The regulation specifies brake pads
and linings are measured for cold
performance,speed sensitivity,
friction behavior, compressibility,
shear, and hardness.

ELECTRIC BRAKE SENSOR
PREMIUM HARDWARE KIT
Premium stainless steel hardware kit
included for easy, problem-free installation.
*Euro-Stop® Rotors are either ECE-R90 certified or pending certification.

OES (Original Equipment Supplier)
to BMW and Mercedes included
where applicable.

RECOMMENDED
All-In-One kit with
everything you need
for a complete and
proper brake job for
European vehicles.

Z37 TOP COP

BRAKE KIT FOR PURSUIT AND FLEET VEHICLES

POWERED BY

Power Stop Z37 TOP COP brakes deliver maximum brake
efficiency for demanding fleet applications. Brake power
is enhanced for high speed emergency stops and fade free
performance at extreme temperatures.

The Autospecialty Brake Shoes are 100% precision cam ground to
ensure exact fit and reduce brake chatter. Shoes are black epoxy
coated for corrosion resistance. All shoes are 100% asbestos free,
and have a secondary post cure for fast break-in. Levers and/or
pins included where applicable. Complies with the Better Brake
Legislation through 2025.

RED POWDER COATED CALIPERS
Power Stop Performance Brake Calipers are made specifically with the enthusiast in mind. These
calipers bolt directly in place of the stock calipers, and they look and perform great behind stock
or custom wheels. The Caliper and the Bracket are re-manufactured in our Chicago, IL facility and
treated to a high-temperature red powder-coating. All new premium boots and seals are used, along
with high-temperature silicone lubricant on the caliper pins for long life. Premium abutment clips are
included where applicable.

Z37 POLICE VEHICLE APPLICATION GUIDE:
MAKE / MODEL

YEAR RANGE

FRONT ROTORS

FRONT PADS

REAR ROTORS

REAR PADS

Chevy Caprice

2011-17

AR82125XPR

Z37-1404

AR82137XPR

Z37-1352

Chevy Impala

2012-13

AR82121XPR

Z37-1159

AR8286XPR

Z37-999

Chevy Impala Limited

2014-16

AR82121XPR

Z37-1159

AR8286XPR

Z37-999

Chevy Tahoe

2008-17

AR82132XPR

Z37-1367

AR8658XPR

Z37-1194

Dodge Charger (Police Package)

2006-13

AR8359XPR

Z37-1058

AR8371XPR

Z37-1057A

Dodge Charger (Pursuit Package)

2015-17

AR83092XPR

Z37-1767

AR8371XPR

Z37-1766

Dodge Magnum

2006-08

AR8359XPR

Z37-1058

AR8371XPR

Z37-1057A

Ford Crown Victoria

2003-11

AR8164XPR

Z37-931

AR8165XPR

Z37-932

Ford Police Interceptor Sedan

2013-17

AR85141XPR

Z37-1611

AR85142XPR

Z37-1612

Ford Special Service Police Sedan

2014-17

AR85141XPR

Z37-1611

AR85142XPR

Z37-1612

Ford Taurus (Police Package)

2013-17

AR85141XPR

Z37-1611

AR85142XPR

Z37-1612

WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU
TO SELL OUR BRAKES

OFFICIAL BRAKE SUPPLIER

BONDURANT

CUSTOM BROCHURES, POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS,

RACINGSCHOOL

PROFESSIONAL TECH SUPPORT & FREE SAMPLE OFFERS AVAILABLE.

OFFICIAL BRAKE SPONSOR

OFFICIAL BRAKE SPONSOR
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